
Chapter V 

Conclusion and Suggestion 

This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestion of this research. The conclusion 

provides the result of analysis the data. Then, suggestion leads to further researchers who 

are attract or interest in analyzing the similar topic of research. 

Conclusion 

 This research has analyzed two main characters in Snow White and the Huntsman 

film. This analysis focuses to characterizations of Ravenna and Snow White by applying 

deconstructive approach. After conducting research and discussing the problem statement, 

there are several Ravenna and Snow White’s characterizations which exist in Snow White 

and the Huntsman film.  

The first, Ravenna is an evil woman. She is a deceiver and murder. Many people 

have been deceived and murdered by Ravenna. Second, she is a strong woman. She can get 

throne of the kingdom and protect herself from someone who tries to invade her. Third, she 

is a woman who takes decision based on her desire and necessity. Her decision is very 

cruel. Moreover, she does not care with the other.  

 Nevertheless, after her characterization is analyzed by using deconstructive 

approach, there are other characterizations of Ravenna. The first, she is not an evil woman 

as which have elaborated previously. Basically, she has characteristic as a good woman. 

She is a kind woman who wants to struggle her family’s fate. Her family was ever tossed 



by the men. However, she struggles to avenge her mother misery. Second, she is a weak 

woman. She becomes a strong woman because she uses magic power. In fact, she needs the 

beauty from other woman when her beauty fades. Moreover, she needs someone’s aid when 

she has no powers. In addition, actually, she takes the decision based on her magic mirror. 

Her magic mirror is one of her consideration for taking the decision.  

 Furthermore, in Snow White and the Huntsman film, Snow White is a protagonist 

character. She is a woman who can protect herself from someone who tries to invade her. 

Moreover, she is an independent woman. However, after her characterization is analyzed 

by using deconstructive approach, actually, she is a woman who cannot protect herself. She 

can be deceived by the evil Ravenna. Otherwise, she is not really as an independent 

woman. Actually, she depends on the Huntsman, seven dwarfs, and the people in Duke’s 

castle.   

Suggestion. 

Based on the result of the research, there is a suggestion for the next researchers 

who interest to conduct the similar research. For next researcher, they can analyze other 

structural in literary works, such as plot, conflict, theme, and minor characters by using 

deconstructive approach. In addition, they can analyze the literary work by using 

deconstructive theory from the other experts, such as Paul de Man and J Hillis Miler.   
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